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In this work, we apply an activity theory lens to analyze nonvisual computing for blind and low-vision
computer users. Our analysis indicates major challenges for users in translating the activities they are working
towards into specific tasks to be completed in a system comprehensible manner. Specifically, blind and low
vision students learning to use accessible technologies struggled with organizing their activities, tracking
the history and status of their operations, and understanding how the system was acting underneath these
interactions. We discuss how activity-centered design can be applied to nonvisual interfaces to better match
user behavior in a computational system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
From the graphical user interface and the world wide web to smartphones and voice assistants,
ensuring the accessibility of computational systems is in constant pursuit of technological advance-
ment. Despite continued improvements to screen readers, screen magnifiers, and other technologies,
nonvisual computing for blind users and those with limited vision continues to lag behind visual
computing in usability and advanced functionality [11]. One explanation for these challenges lies
in the fundamental structures of computation, traditionally hierarchical, and now increasingly
oriented towards search and sensor streams. Rather than accept these technological orientations, a
computational system structured around the unit of human activity [50] holds promise as a way to
remove many of the obstacles blind and low vision users face.
The mismatch between activity and computational infrastructures for blind and low vision

computer users can be extreme. While visual computing users take advantage of large screens,
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Fig. 1. The typical workflow for nonvisual use of computational systems. A blind or low vision user must
recall application, operating system, and assistive software keyboard commands to control input into an
Information and Communications Technology (ICT). The ICT responds to keyboard input through a serial
stream of auditory information that combines semantic and lexical information.

multiple monitors, and multiple desktops to orient themselves visually to swap quickly among a
variety of contexts and activities, blind and low vision users must rely on a keyboard for input
and specialized software for converting visual and textual information to speech or a magnified
viewport(see Figure 1). This approach widens the gap for blind and low-vision users between
the human activity and the technological abstraction, as all of the services and data typically
communicated visually (e.g., progress bars, notifications, and spatial information), must also be
put into the audio channel. With each technological advancement in visual communication, new
efforts are required to translate information into a nonvisual medium.

Thus, in this work, we were focused on how we might reconsider accessible technologies for the
desktop computing environment from the ground up as an infrastructure centered around activity.
In this way, we can narrow the gaps for blind and low vision users between the goals they wish
to accomplish, the tasks they are attempting to complete, and the computing infrastructure they
must use. We see two distinct advantages to this approach beyond the obvious improvement of
solutions for blind and low vision users. First, by simplifying abstractions to make them accessible,
we may reduce the kind of overhead that is limiting adoption of an activity-centered approach in
the broader community. Second, by re-articulating blind and low-vision user needs and preferences
through the lens of activity theory, we contribute a conceptual framework for thinking about
accessibility and assistive technologies.

In what follows, we first describe the related work in activity theory as well as visually impaired
computer use more broadly. We then provide a brief review of our data collection and analysis
from ongoing field work with visually impaired computer users. The results of this field work are
presented through an activity theory lens to identify key areas in which activity can improve the
computing experience. Finally we offer a set of design principles that designers should consider
when building tools for nonvisual interaction.

2 RELATEDWORK
Viewing desktop accessibility from the perspective of human activity as we present here is a new
paradigm, however, this work builds on substantial efforts to improve the computing experience
for the visually impaired community within HCI. The transition from command line to graphical
interface signaled a turning point for individuals who were unable to manipulate a WIMP (windows,
icons, menus, and pointers) environment. This change has been the basis for nearly three decades
of research in accessibility and assistive technology focused on closing the operational gap between
sighted and visually impaired computer users. Such efforts are particularly noteworthy as economic
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independence, which is increasingly dependent on basic computer skills, is a critical component of
well-being for the visually impaired [16, 21].

There are substantial obstacles towards reaching employment for those with visual impairment.
In a survey of over one thousand blind and visually impaired adults, researchers found that less
than 40% of surveyed participants were employed [7]. Employment has been shown to be more
likely for individuals who had obtained higher levels of education, were fluent braille readers,
and had acquired skills with assistive technology [7, 47]. One likely reason for these results could
be related to the assistive tools that are available. As most are prohibitively expensive, they are
commonly subsidized by state and local agencies, contributing to an already high cost impact [24].
For example, a mid-level braille display capable of functioning with the latest computer systems
often costs more than top end computer systems [31].

2.1 Accessible Systems
Early efforts in accessibility research focused on the development of sub-systems that understood
how to pair metadata with interface elements [22, 49]. As sub-systems became natural components
of user interface toolkits 123, attention turned to making sure that the metadata was adequately
communicated. The ubiquity of 16bit computer audio, for example, saw significant research efforts
in the auditory presentation of data including audio manipulation techniques like sonification and
3D audio [9, 19, 20, 25, 68]. The positive results of many of these research efforts is likely due to the
capabilities of the human auditory system. Blind people are known to have significantly stronger
verbal auditory encoding abilities [57] as well as a stronger ability to identify individual sounds
from concurrent speech [28] when compared to sighted individuals. Yet, few of these systems
have gained traction in commercial audio-based interaction tools like screen readers. The serial,
ephemeral nature of audio does not adequately translate the metaphor and expressiveness of the
GUI.

Tangible computing is one alternative that can lead towards enabling permanence in a nonvisual
interface. The human kinesthetic channel is a rich modality capable of interpreting a broad set
of sensations [37]. Interacting with physical objects is often found to be an enjoyable experience
[60, 72] that strengthens human recall ability [39]. The promise of tangible computer interfaces
[72], often exemplified through the works of Ishii [32] and Weiser [69], continues to be explored
through a vast array of techniques and technologies [6, 23, 29, 33, 46, 58, 61, 70, 71].

The combination of modalities can offer a richer interaction experience for nonvisual computer
users. Auditory and kinesthetic channels combined could create a stronger experience [44]. However,
the vast information set presented through the traditional application-document metaphor remains
difficult to translate. These complexities are well known outside the assistive technology field of
research, leading to many efforts to organize information in more convenient ways [30, 59].

2.2 Activity Theory
Activity theory describes a conceptual framework for understanding the goals, motives, and needs
of human consciousness. Activity theorists commonly describe activity as a relationship between
the human subject and an object, traditionally denoted symbolically as S → O. The needs of the
subject motivate actions towards an object, influenced by the attributes of both [67]. An object
represents some thing, material or conceptual, that requires change. The actions that humans carry
out upon the object are predominately driven by mediating artifacts [42] and motivated by goals.

1https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/accessibility/accessibility-overview
2http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/access/
3https://developer.apple.com/accessibility/macos/
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Fig. 2. A diagram depicting the classical representing of the relationship between the subject, object, and
mediating tool in activity theory.

According to activity theory, the role of the mediating artifact or tool is to support the subject as it
changes the object. The classic paradigm used throughout activity theory literature is the carpenter
(subject) who uses a hammer (mediation) to hit a nail (object) [34, 50]. The nail is transformed
through the action of being hit which is carried out in service of some goal or goals required
to complete the activity; for example, to practice hammering or repair a fence. The relationship
between subject, object, and mediation is typically represented by the model in figure 2.

The application of the principles of activity theory to general computing was a critical component
to the post-cognitivist movement within human computer interaction (HCI) [34]. As computers
became part of our everyday lives, so did their role as mediating tools. In her seminal work, Suzanne
Bødker outlined the role of the computer as mediating artifact: a user (subject) types words into
a computer (mediation) to send an email (object) [10]. The computer as mediator paradigm has
formed the basis for a significant body of literature focused on bridging gaps between human
activity and computation [17]. Of particular interest to our work are the efforts focused on re-
framing desktop interaction from an application-centric model to one centered on activity [4, 36, 65].
Despite promising results, the application-centric model remains largely a siloed experience, where
applications and the computational entities that they generate have little awareness of each other,
leaving the user to develop individual strategies for coordination [34]. One exception can be found
in applications that encapsulate individual tools into a common environment. Personal information
managers (PIM) such as Microsoft Outlook, are one example of a single application that can operates
at the level of activity [34]. PIMs typically coordinate messaging, scheduling, and social contacts
seamlessly together around a single goal, a fundamental requirement of activity. Although the PIM
presents a compelling example for the integration of activity principles in computing, there is little
evidence of activity centered systems being taken up in a broad and comprehensive sense.

When considering the challenges faced by users of assistive technologies [40, 41, 45], it is clear
more work is needed to improve their computing experience. As we conducted our review of
the literature, efforts to align assistive technology with activity theory were notably absent. The
remainder of this work will demonstrate how activity theory can be used to inform the design of
assistive systems.

3 METHODS
This work is part of a series of ongoing extensive participatory projects, working with and for
blind and low-vision individuals from a work training program that teaches nonvisual computing
skills and a blind school for children staffed with blind adults. In this work, we consider our data
in light of the mismatch between activities and the types of tasks nonvisual computing users are
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required to perform and the potential benefits of an activity-centric approach. In this section, we
briefly describe the empirical data collected as part of this large ongoing project and then detail the
specific analysis we conducted for the work presented here.

3.1 Field Study at Empowertech
Our engagement began with a four month field study in a blind and low vision job skills training
computer class taught at the Los Angeles based non-profit Empowertech4. All of the students in
the class were new to screen reading and related technologies they were learning in the course of
the class (see Table 1). Over the four-month period of this study, the first author participated in 48
hours of participant observation across twelve class sessions by working as a teaching assistant for
classes of 8 to 12 students each week. The class progressed from learning how to use a screen reader
to web navigation, email, and text editing. The first author conducted class-wide observation except
when individual students needed assistance, and he would be asked to work with them directly.
The tools used within the classroom varied widely between students because all but one student
brought a privately owned laptop. Two students used Apple MacBooks; the remaining students
used a mixture of Windows 7 systems. Additionally, there were two students who transitioned to
new systems: one migrated from Windows 7 to a MacBook, and the other upgraded from Windows
7 to Windows 8. Although the classroom had specialty devices available like a digital magnifier and
braille printer, neither were ever used. The primary tools that students relied on were the Victor
Reader5 and screen reader or screen magnifier. The Victor Reader, a pocket-sized handheld digital
voice recorder and playback device with built-in text-to-speech, was primarily used by students to
record instruction during class. The instructor encouraged students to choose whichever computer,
operating system, and assistive tools they preferred.
Following each class, the first author conducted informal interviews with the students about

their experiences with technology both in and out of the classroom. Additional artifacts, including
handouts and worksheets assigned by the instructor, were collected at each class period and saved
for analysis. Between classes, the first author engaged with the most commonly used software
in the previous class to better familiarize himself with the opportunities and challenges the tools
provided and to prepare to support students during class.
Field notes were taken during the class when possible and directly after. In-class instruction

focused heavily on screen reader operation and keyboard commands for common computing tasks,
such as file management, web browsing, and word processing. Outside of class time, the students
often stayed at Empowertech to practice their skills, providing additional time for observation
of their computer use and for informal interviews. Field notes focused on seating arrangements,
lecture topics, software being used, and the interactions between students and the instructor. In
our initial analysis, we let the field data structure our findings. The field site structured student
activities in highly cognitive, task-based ways, leading to research results and solutions that focused
on the actions, inputs, and outputs surrounding specific student goals.

3.2 Experimental Study
In coordination with our field work, we developed a set of tangible devices designed to augment
the traditional screen reader with physical representations of visual desktop metaphors [3]. We
conducted an experimental study to evaluate the use of our system compared to the participants’
personal systems. Each participant was asked to find the lowest price of two preselected products
across three different web sites. The products were randomly assigned to either our tangible

4Please see our prior work for a full review of our field study and experiment [3]
5http://www.humanware.com/microsite/stream/index.html
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Table 1. Students Observed for Field Study

ID Gender Age Technology Condition Time with Condition
B1 Female 39 Screen Reader Glaucoma 9 years
B2 Male 35 Screen Reader Optic Neuropathy 10 years
B3 Female 43 Screen Reader Retina Pigmentosa since childhood
B4 Female 36 Screen Reader Retina Pigmentosa since birth
B5 Female 41 Screen Reader Retina Pigmentosa 7 years
B6 Male 37 Screen Reader Optic Neuropathy 4 years
B7 Female 41 Screen Reader Retina Pigmentosa since birth
M5 Female 34 Magnification Glaucoma 8 years
B9 Female 45 Screen Reader Glaucoma 4 years
I1 Male 52 Screen Reader Unknown since birth
M3 Male 35 Magnification Cataracts since birth

Detailed list of the visually impaired students and instructor observed at the field site. Technology represents the primary
tool students preferred to use. Participant ID labels are coded according to technology; B group had less than three months
of experience with their assigned technology, M group used magnification, and the I participant was the blind instructor.

study system or the participant’s personal computer. Each participant session was recorded on
video, allowing us to capture ways in which our blind and low vision participants configured and
operated their personal computers to accomplish essential computing tasks like opening, closing,
and switching between applications, windows, tabs. Post study interviews were conducted to elicit
feedback about the experience of using our tangible study system. The answers to our interview
questions frequently involved discussions about the challenges our participants faced attempting
to carry out computational tasks. These discussions revealed significant barriers that the traditional
nonvisual computing model places on blind and low vision users.

3.3 Summary
Given the struggles we observed during our time with Empowertech between student goals and
activities and the tasks they were asked to complete, we saw an activity theoretical analysis of
our data as essential to a more complete understanding of the challenges and opportunities of
nonvisual computing use. Thus, we began this analysis by working to understand the underlying
motives [42, 43], needs, and desires of blind and low vision individuals during our engagements. For
example, working in the Empowertech class, we observed a separation between the needs of the
students and the stated goals of the class and the specific curriculum being taught. So we focused
on the actions taken by students in our fieldwork and experimental study, specifically the processes
that they enacted with their goals in mind in service of their overall motives. These actions mapped
well to the tasks we had already sought to understand in our previous analysis [3], as is common in
HCI research [35]. Finally, we sought to understand the unconscious operations being conducted in
the service of these tasks, and where the breakdowns were occurring when considered as a part of
the larger whole. Taken together, this analysis indicates (1) the ways in which an activity-centric
approach would be particularly supportive of nonvisual computer users, (2) some of the challenges
surrounding the shift from application-centric to activity-centric computing that have made it hard
to take up more broadly, and (3) multi-modal and tangible solutions that can address the needs of
nonvisual computer users specifically but also an activity orientation to computing more broadly.
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Place Marker List

Menu (not visible)
Introduction
Discussion (not visible)
More Information

Fig. 3. In the computer display on the left, a typical web page is loaded in a browser and a link object called
"More Information" has focus (denoted by the dotted box). The Place Marker List table on the right is a visual
representation of user generated place markers that a screen reader stores on the computer. In this depiction,
a place marker has just been created for the focused object, by issuing the four key combination: control
+ shift + MOD + k (MOD is the modifier key assigned by the screen reader). The remaining items in the
list represent previously marked objects both on and off the viewable area of the web page. Issuing the key
combination MOD + k or MOD + shift + k traverses the place marker list forward and backward, respectively.
Notice that place marker order does match overall web page hierarchy.

4 AN ACTIVITY THEORETIC APPROACH TO ACCESSIBILITY
As described in the previous section, using an activity theory lens to examine our fieldwork
accentuates the numerous challenges that blind and low vision computer users experience while
attempting to carry out their activities. Through this lens, we pay particular attention to the
relationship between actions (the tasks that humans consciously perform) and operations (actions
which humans unconsciously complete) [10]. To disambiguate our description of the types of
activities we draw from in our data, we apply the term "task" to the actions or operations our
participants carried out in service of their goals. The challenges we identify emerge in three
primary ways. First, nonvisual computer users often struggle to structure their data and services
by activity. The usual techniques of establishing structure through visual arrangement are not
available. Second, tracking activities, such that they can be paused and resumed, is challenging
without visual markers. Support for tracking, to the extent that it exists in screen reader software,
typically requires advanced knowledge of label and marker placement features with functionality
varying across applications, screen reader software, and operating systems (see Figure 3). Finally, to
understand what the system is doing without visual feedback, users must explicitly query and cycle
through the services and data that are available, making the system’s behaviors largely opaque. In
this section, we describe each of these challenges, as they manifested in our fieldwork and as they
relate to the activity theory inspired literature. We then comment on how computational systems
might overcome these challenges if built with consideration for activities as the fundamental
computational unit and nonvisual access as the core interface.

4.1 Organization by Activity
Humans do substantial work to translate their activities into tasks that can be completed within
the hierarchical structure of a computing environment. In many cases, this work involves visual
arrangements of materials. For example, when copying materials from one place to another, a
sighted computer user might open two windows showing the file structure and place them side by
side. Similarly, when comparing prices and selection across online retailers, a sighted shopper is
likely to lay out multiple browser instances in tiles or tabs, enabling rapid scanning and comparing
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of options by clicking through the visible tabs. In our fieldwork, we observed blind and low
vision computer users attempting these same activities but with radically different organizational
structures and coping mechanisms. For example, consider the following vignette from our field
work:

The instructor teaches all of the students how to work with a file system, which is
largely about learning keyboard shortcuts to "walk" the tree while listening to audio
readouts of the folder titles and meta-data. For one assignment, students were asked to
create a new folder and save a file to it. The task could be performed either by opening
the file browser, creating a folder, and moving the file or using the save file dialog from
within the word processing application that was used to create the file. The students
encountered numerous challenges as they painstakingly attempted to complete the
task. First, locating the appropriate parent directory, creating and naming a new folder,
and relocating a file to the desired location must all be completed using keyboard
commands to interface with multiple parts of the file system: operating system, file
browser, and application. - Field notes

For the sighted user, the flexibility to perform basic file management operations at different
contextual levels is advantageous (e.g., creating a folder from within an application, rather than
using a file browser.) However, the same flexibility incurs cognitive costs on visually impaired
users who must balance command memorization with mental models that do not always match
the system state [3]. When mismatches occur, visually impaired users are forced to employ time
consuming reorientation actions to complete their tasks [63]. In the vignette above, students had
to learn how to manipulate two conceptually identical mental models using distinctly different
interaction patterns. Rather than remember the keyboard commands to save or move a file, they
must first cognitively orient to the context (i.e., file dialog or file browser), then map the requisite
commands that serve the context to complete the action to their mental model. For example, in the
Microsoft Windows desktop environment a file dialog does not contain the menu structure present
in the file browser. The absence of a menu leads to different focal order when using navigational
keys to locate and traverse files and folders. Visually impaired users must negotiate these differences
by either memorizing the relevant changes between contexts or through seeking behaviors such as
exhaustive scanning [62].
Throughout our field work and experimental study we observed a consistent pattern of file

and application organization being carried out on the desktop. The sighted user benefits from a
two-dimensional spatial arrangement in which related items can be grouped and clustered into
meaningful visual relationships, whereas the nonvisual user relies on the desktop for reorientation
and object location. The following observation from our experimental study (Section 3.2) highlights
this interaction:

After opening the first assigned web page the participant said, "Okay, hold on, let me
return to the desktop", before receiving the name of the second web page to open.
She pressed the windows key followed by the "m" key to return to the desktop, then
repeated the key combination she had previously used to open a new instance of
Internet Explorer. — Observation from experimental study

Here the participant is setting up her system in preparation for the study. Her approach was to
return to the desktop for each new web page using the same three commands. Her desktop reflected
the files and programs that she used the most. By memorizing only a few shortcut commands she
could quickly reorient to a familiar place–a tactic frequently employed by blind computer users
[62]. She could use arrow keys to navigate vertically and horizontally to the desired location. As a
novice user, this behavior was likely a result of the training she had received up to that point, yet it
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also reveals a simplicity that students learning the file system did not have. The desktop, therefore,
served as her activity, the files and application shortcuts located within represented the tools she
needed to complete her tasks.
Unfortunately, because traditional desktop systems were not built to treat these behaviors as

a single activity, but rather as a series of individual tasks, the responsibility of negotiating the
activity hierarchy is placed on the user. In the previous vignette, the participant mixes command
memorization, spatial memory, and seeking behavior, which lead to time consuming efforts to
accomplish relatively straightforward tasks. Although this approach allows the participant to
complete the task, it is effectively a workaround to an environment not explicitly designed for blind
people [12]. Furthermore, not all blind people conceptualize their computing environments in the
same way [38]. In general, most people, whether visually impaired or not, neither want nor find it
easy to memorize commands, hence the downfall of DOS, UNIX, and other text and command based
systems in the mass market [27]. In our fieldwork, even when users were able to memorize and use
commands, they behaved inconsistently depending upon the actions they performed. An application
and document approach is a system-oriented rather than an activity-oriented perspective, and it
continues to be reproduced by accessible systems that simply mirror existing structures. Treating
commands and the objects they act upon as a single activity with consistent behavior across them
would likely greatly improve experience for nonvisual computing users. In this case, the notion
of the activity as an organizing structure becomes even more important relative to this need for
consistent behavior. Additionally, when the system acts inconsistently, the challenges to receiving
and understanding system feedback for nonvisual users exacerbates these issues, as we discuss in
more detail in section 4.3 below.
Issues of consistency within an activity are not limited to the actions taken upon the various

services and data within the activity. The fundamental metaphors themselves can, at times, break
down within a single activity when the activities require use of multiple pieces of software or other
computational infrastructure. For example, during the same assignment as the vignette above, one
student struggled to understand the difference between the folders created in the music application
iTunes and the folders he had just created on the desktop. This kind of confusion is of course not
limited to blind and low vision computer users. However, without the visual feedback that drives
this metaphor, the organizational underpinnings that differentiate a virtual folder (iTunes) and a
physical memory-based folder (File System) make even less sense.

Finally, computer users often switch among documents, services, and applications within a single
activity. A simple example might involve reading an email that asks for a meeting, switching to the
calendar to check availability, and then switching back to the email client to respond. For sighted
users, switching between windows is an expected and natural part of a multitasking environment
that can quickly grow to an unmanageable state in complexmulti-window environments. To support
this growing complexity, systems have introduced new ways of visually arranging information such
as tabs, split panes, and virtual desktops. For the nonvisual user, however, these visual conveniences
are lost, instead introducing additional complexity. For example, the difference between a browser
window and browser tab is conceptually insignificant for a nonvisual user, yet the behavior and
interaction between the two require a different set of commands. Again from our field notes:

The instructor often emphasizes the importance of learning how to use multiple
browsers. As students were practicing browser commands later that day it became
apparent how unnecessarily complicated this made switching from one website to
another. Some students would open new browser windows to visit a different website,
while others would open new tabs. One student asked me for help finding a webpage he
had opened. The page he was looking for was open in a different browser application,
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yet he was using the key commands to cycle through open tabs. After a brief discussion,
I realized that he had manually opened the Firefox browser to work on his assignment,
then proceeded to select a link from his assignment, which opened the default browser
(Internet Explorer) associated with hyperlinks in his system. - Field notes

Issues such as the one described in this vignette can be complicated further by skill and visual
acuity. Although all of our participants were legally blind, several of them relied on their residual
visual abilities to support their computer use. When we asked participants to open three web sites
using their personal computer during our experimental study, we observed nearly all of them
completing the task in a different way. The behavior of one novice participant was noted in our
study observations:

When the task required her to switch from one web page to the next, she was unsure
which keys to press to make the switch. The PI instructed her to press the alt+tab key
combination. When it came time to move to the third web page, she used the same key
command only to be surprised when she was returned to the first web page again. The
PI explained that to move to the third web page she would need to press the tab key
twice. - Observation from experimental study

This instance is likely a familiar experience to sighted users of windowing interfaces, but without
the visual cues displayed on screen to indicate which window is activated, nonvisual users are
left to investigate further to resolve the breakdown between expectation and outcome. Here the
participant expected a circular switching behavior where each key press moves to the next available
window. If she had been switching between tabs, her expectation would have been met, but since
she was switching between windows the behavior did not match her mental model. A different
participant, an experienced low vision computer user, explicitly stated his preference for browser
tabs. Observing him carry out the web page setup task, he split duty between his screen magnifier,
which kept the tabs enlarged in a narrowwindow at the top of his screen, and a handheld magnifying
glass used to scan the content of the web page. This configuration simplified his interaction with
the screen magnifier, constraining its use to horizontal movement, while he scanned the page using
a physical magnifier. For this person, rather than contend with the complexities of maneuvering a
magnifier around the screen, he opted to incorporate a physical tool to mediate task completion.
The challenges to organization of data, services, and applications for nonvisual users within a

single activity indicate that existing computational abstractions are not sufficient for blind and low
vision users. Systems in the existing research literature that have attempted to take an activity
centered approach [4, 5, 18, 55, 64–66], rely on deep integration with the operating system or
customized software to adapt the application-document model to activity. For nonvisual users, the
adaptation layer already exists in the form of tools such as a screen reader or screen magnification
software, which restructure computational information into a more suitable format (e.g., speech,
sonification, and magnified graphics). Therefore, introducing activity to a nonvisual system is a
matter of rethinking how existing tools present computational information, rather than introduce
additional complexity through new layers of software.

4.2 Activity Tracking
Activities tend to evolve over time as people change their goals and the objects they act upon (e.g.,
a line of text in a document, image on a web page, or higher order element like an application)
and adapt to user actions. In computing environments, this behavior can result in the calling up
and subsequent abandonment of a variety of documents, services, and applications. An object
that played an important role at the start of an activity may never be used again. Similarly, some
objects may not find utility until the final steps leading to activity completion. Managing these
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variations throughout the life of an activity is supported in the traditional desktop through visually
oriented design cues such as recognition and spatial arrangement, and virtual desktops. The absence
of these visual cues creates a variety of challenges to the orientation of nonvisual users within
their applications and data [1, 11, 41]. Despite progress in the quality of screen readers and other
accessibility tools, in our own fieldwork, we continued to see orientation within, tracking, and
pausing of activities as significant challenges. In particular, students in the program we observed
regularly struggled to restart after a pause, engaging in seeking behavior or simply restarting the
entire activity from the beginning, as described in the following vignette from our field notes:

The instructor had finished lecturing for the day and freed the students to start working
on their assignments. I was observing one student who was working on a web page
navigation task. After a brief hesitation she removed her headphones and asked the
instructor for the command to open a new web page. Upon receiving a response, she
entered the command "control-w", even though the instructor had told her "control-t",
before putting her headphones back on. The action had mistakenly closed the browser,
so when she proceeded with her task, the system did not respond as expected. When
I asked her what happened, she told me that her computer was acting up again and
probably needed to be restarted. - Field notes

As demonstrated in this example, the role that each artifact plays, and its use (or disuse) at
various times are critical to contextualizing the activity, but without the system’s awareness that
an unattended action was executed, the user can easily get lost. These challenges are not unique
to nonvisual users. In more complex activities, in particular, sighted users also struggle with task
reconstruction. For example, while writing a paper, the author might simultaneously reference a
spreadsheet in a separate window on the desktop. In the traditional application-document metaphor,
from a system perspective, these two documents have no knowledge of each other; yet from the
user’s perspective they are core parts of the same activity, which she may express by laying
them side by side in the visual computing environment. Once these applications are closed, the
meaningful connection between the documents is lost, requiring the author to reconstitute the
activity when edits are required. Thus, task reconstruction through activity tracking is a central
element of various activity-based systems for sighted users. The Kimura system, for example,
tracks the unique memory handles that the operating system assigns to application windows [65].
Whereas in Bardram’s system, applications are built on top of a framework that manages system
state throughout an activity [5]. In both cases, the changes that occur to applications and documents
(i.e., opening, closing, focus, and location) are captured and logged into a data store, effectively
providing users with the ability to navigate backward and forward throughout the activity lifecycle.
The consequence of designing these systems around sighted activity, is that they must rely on
visualizations to allow the user to interact with the history. Visualizations are often difficult to
translate into audio, requiring descriptive text as well as tabular representations of data that can be
traversed by a keyboard. The additional complexity that these additional steps introduce makes the
activity tracking format used in these systems difficult to use in a nonvisual environment.
In the vignette above, the student missed a notification that she had inadvertently closed a

window because she did not hear the auditory cue–a subtle, but critical failure resulting from
the ephemerality of the audio interface that does not match to the temporal patterns of the
user’s activities. Alternatively, an activity-centered system should support these activities–and the
underlying cognitive behaviors required to maintain them–by tracking key contextual indicators
and alerting the user at a time appropriate to the context of use and larger goals of the activity.
Similarly, in an activity-centered system, the action of opening and closing web pages connects
them through their use during the activity. By tracking and recording use, these changes can be
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reconstructed at any given moment throughout the life of the activity. Tracking can alleviate the
challenges that surround interruption and error recovery for nonvisual users.

4.3 Operationalizing Actions
Leontiev organized human consciousness into a three level hierarchy of activity, action, and
operation [42]. Activities are carried out through actions, determined by the individual goals of
the human subject. Actions are fulfilled through unconscious operations, which reflect the human
subject’s natural attributes. The relationship between actions and operations is described as fluid,
where actions can become unconscious operations through the natural internalization that occurs
through practice, and operations become conscious actions through externalizing processes such as
breakdowns [10]. In computational terms, we can conceptualize the relationship between action and
operation by observing how one might learn to use a computer mouse. At first, mouse use might
be action oriented, where a novice user consciously interacts with its various buttons and controls.
Eventually, through practice, mouse use becomes operationalized, moving from a conscious to
unconscious operational state. As an operation, focus is shifted from use of the mouse itself to
performing actions that the mouse supports, only returning to an action when an attribute of the
mouse changes (e.g., a broken button or dead battery). Proponents of activity-centered computing
[4, 36, 65] have demonstrated that structuring computation around activity can lead to improved
support for operationalizing actions. In practice, however, configuration and management is a
common point of difficulty for users. Tasks integral to supporting activity, such as "tagging" were
commonly avoided [64]. Similarly, parts of the systems that required users to change their pre-
existing practices were met with resistance [4, 64]. By restructuring the application-document
metaphor, activity-based systems are effectively adding an additional layer of complexity that users
must navigate.
From a nonvisual interaction perspective, the negative effects of restructuring application to

activity is not surprising. The process of translating graphical information to auditory information
for blind and low-vision users is a significant factor in keeping nonvisual interaction at the level
of conscious action [3, 41, 63]. Poor translation is both burdensome and inefficient, making it
noticeably intrusive to participants in our field work. Students as well as their blind instructor
continuously faced challenges with hardware and software. As we noted in our field notes:

One low-vision student was using screen magnification software to perform the tasks
being taught by the instructor. Over the course of the lecture, her computer became
increasingly unresponsive, freezing for 15-30 seconds between actions. Unable to keep
up with the rest of the class, she asked the instructor for assistance. Together they
spent the rest of the class time attempting to solve the problem. - Field notes

Technical issues like the one captured here occur frequently. In our classroom fieldwork, these
issues resulted in either time lost for the student, who was dealing with the problem, or for the
entire class who had to wait for the instructor to resolve it. In a workplace, these issues can interfere
with accomplishment of mission critical tasks in the worst case scenario or just an employee being
less efficient or perceived to be more troublesome in the best case scenario [13]. In some cases, such
issues cannot be easily resolved by the user or people nearby, leading to the entire system needing
to be set to the side until a specialist can engage. In our classroom-based fieldwork, the varying
inconsistencies of the tools students were attempting to learn were a constant source of distraction.

Today I was asked to help one of the more advanced students in the class get her new
Windows 8 computer setup with the Firefox and Chrome web browsers. I provided
some verbal directions on where to go to download each browser, but otherwise
left navigation and interaction to her. The Firefox browser downloaded and installed
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without issue, however, the Chrome installer interface was not detected by her screen
reader, leaving her to conclude that the installation did not work. Although I could see
that the installation was functioning properly by observing the installer progress bar,
since her screen reader did not register the progress control, she was left without any
feedback. - Field notes

The wildly different experiences while performing the same action can leave nonvisual users
attempting to solve problems that don’t actually exist. A common tactic we observed was to start
over. In the example provided here, the first author was able to intervene by manually providing
the required auditory feedback, preventing the student from following her instinct to start the
download over again. In many other instances, however, students opted to reboot the computer.
An extreme, but effective, resolution to the problem which was often viewed to be successful, not
because it fixed anything, rather that it allowed students to reset their frame of reference within
the system.
The difficulties we observed with screen reading and screen magnification tools stand in stark

contrast to the students’ use of a handheld audio recording and playback device called the Victor
Reader6. Victor Readers were assigned to all the students in the class, allowing them to record
lectures, take notes, and play back text files. Roughly the size of a small smartphone, the device
relies on a small array of tactilely differentiated buttons instead of a screen. While the use of screen
translation tools were continuously conscious interactions, students operated the Victor Reader
without issue. They spoke positively about their interactions with the Victor Reader and made
regular use of it. One student in particular made a habit of transferring all of her documents to the
device to read, rather than relying on her desktop screen reader.

Use of the Victor Reader yields valuable insights into the frictionless interaction that nonvisual
technology can provide when translation of a graphical interface is not a dependency. Realistically,
nonvisual interaction with graphical systems simply is not possible without some amount of
translation to alternative modalities. However, the model that is used can be shaped to fit the
more natural practices of human activity, making the process less complex. For example, at the
level of activity, there is no need to consider where a document is stored or how it is saved; those
details are managed by the system. The benefit of this reduction in cognitive tasks grows with the
complexity of activity, essentially unifying the actions of saving and storing across many documents
into one single action. To make systems truly lead to unconscious operations for nonvisual users,
however, they must be reconsidered in light of the activities they are meant to support. Shifting
the translation of information between modalities from a model of individual elements within
documents within applications and folder hierarchies to one that considers information flows across
activities could enable this kind of invisibility in use for blind and low vision users.

4.4 Summary
In this section we have provided an activity theoretic analysis of computer use data collected from
field work and an experimental study with blind and low vision participants.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we reflect on our analysis with a discussion about how core concepts of activity
theory can inform how we think about designing computational systems for nonvisual use. The
operationalizing loop described in section 4.3, the idea that we cease to "see" the tools we are using
as they become a natural part of the interaction, frames much of what we view as the end goal
for accessible tools. Current technologies, such as screen readers, assert themselves aggressively
6http://www.humanware.com/microsite/stream/index.html
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into the workflow of a nonvisual computer user. The white cane, on the other hand, is a dramatic
alternative that is quite literally a physical extension of the blind user’s arm. Framing nonvisual
interaction by activity provides a mechanism by which we can raise the quality of the interaction
of nonvisual digital objects to that of the cane, and operationalize interactions for blind users.

Prior research [34, 50] notes that true unconscious operation arises through the unique properties
of both user and interaction. Thus, attempting to design for unconscious operation directly may
be somewhat impractical. What we offer here, then, is not a prescribed set of requirements or
implications for design. Rather, we propose multiple pathways to operational actions such that
designers who restructure their interactions around the notion of activity can improve the potential
for unconscious operations to emerge with time, particularly for nonvisual computer users for
whom traditional approaches are noisy and interfering. Specifically, nonvisual systems should be
redesigned from the ground up with a consideration for the fundamental goals of users rather than
act as translators for the tasks sighted users might complete to accomplish those same goals. Second,
a consideration for activity must not end with the initial goal but must be allowed to adapt and
change over time. Finally, in addition to considering that blind users might engage different tasks
than sighted users, an activity centered approach to nonvisual computing explicitly considers the
way these tasks are carried out across applications. In this section, we describe the considerations
designers must engage to merge nonvisual computing with the more natural orientation of human
activity.

5.1 Tasks Vary by Activity, Interaction, and Ability
In an activity-centered model, attention flows as needed to the tools and tasks that make up the
overall activity. Like the carpenter’s work bench, when hammering a nail, the unneeded saw
rests out of sight and mind. In a desktop computing environment, sighted users can ignore icons,
windows, and content that do not relate to the task at hand. For the nonvisual user, however,
screen translation tools do not filter for contextually relevant information, forcing unnecessary
content into the processing stream. Filtering out unwanted information, to the extent it is possible,
requires workarounds such as increased rate of speech and keyboard shortcuts. The problems that
arise from these workarounds are well established [7, 24, 40, 41] as well as attempts at resolving
them [15, 52, 62]. The issue an orientation towards activity highlights, however, goes beyond these
workarounds and their challenges. Rather, the problem rests in the inability of the system to truly
understand the activity, and therefore its sub-tasks. The system adheres to an interaction model
that does not match user needs, the driving force behind human activity [34].
Existing computer hardware already has the power to track, model, and act on far more about

the people using it than typically gets employed in practice. Even in much simpler systems, such
as the Victor Reader described earlier, a more appropriate interaction model can present a rapid
path towards unconscious operations. The Victor Reader works, in large part, because its task is
not something that sighted computer users ever do. It was built from the beginning for a different
interaction model, rather than retrofitted on top of an interaction model made for people with sight.
Input techniques and their associated hardware for more fully featured systems should similarly be
redesigned with a consideration for the specific needs, then tasks, then interactions of non-sighted
users.

When interaction is modeled on need, comprehension is transferred from the user to the system.
Intuitively, a user expects only certain features to accomplish a particular task. Rather then present
all features equally, a system or tool should present only the features required to complete the task.
Using the hierarchical structure of activity, we illustrate the concept of need through the following
scenario:
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(a) Activity Level

(b) Application Level

Fig. 4. Use of activity hierarchy for nonvisual interfaces. (a) A typical desktop environment in which multiple
applications are open. Since the user is currently focused on writing a cover letter, unrelated applications (i.e.,
Shopping and Spreadsheet) are not included in the audio space. (b) The system is aware of the requirements
to create a resume cover letter and automatically removes unnecessary application features (i.e., Draw and
Tables) from the audio space.

5.1.1 At the level of activity. A user needs to write a cover letter for a resume. The nonvisual
activity centered system recognizes this need as one that only requires a subset of the applications
available on the system (Figure 4 (a)). For example, while working on a resume a user might require
a word processor to write the letter, a copy of the resume, and a web browser to reference a job
application. While the activity is active, from the perspective of the user, these three tools are the
only computational entities available in the system.

5.1.2 At the level of application. The word processor that is being used to draft the cover letter,
recognizes the need and limits its feature set to only interactions suitable for letter writing (Figure
4 (b)). From the perspective of the user, features such as tables, drawings, images, and macros do
not exist.
At both levels, the audio stream is isolated from unnecessary and unsolicited entities running

on the system, thus narrowing the presentation of information to match user expectation. As the
scenario depicted in figure 4 highlights, isolation does not remove entities from the environment,
rather, they are simply not communicated according to the context of the current activity. Just
as the sighted user chooses to ignore unrelated visual information, the isolated audio stream
enables nonvisual users to ignore unrelated audio information. Likewise, as the sighted user can
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quickly shift attention to previously ignored entities, a nonvisual user can expand outside of the
isolated context to support shifting needs. We see interaction models built upon user need as an
opportunity for designers to remove the obstacles that delay unconscious operation. The natural
binding between need and expectation enables greater flexibility in how computational entities are
presented nonvisually.

5.2 Make Change a First Class Citizen
Activities are shaped by "virtue of their differing objects [51]." When applied to computational
systems, the unique footprint that objects give to activity is commonly used as the basis for
modeling activity centered interactions [5, 36, 64]. An activity-centered approach then emphasizes
the ability to pause, port, and resume activities alongside the ability to understand what it is that
the system is doing on behalf of the user. This emphasis requires that the user know what has
changed in the interface while working on an activity, between moments of pause, and across
multiple platforms. Unfortunately, as we saw in our fieldwork and as many researchers have noted
(e.g., [3, 14, 28, 49, 54]), audio is the primary mode of interaction for nonvisual computing users,
and it is ephemeral and sequential and for the most part, individual and non-portable.

For most people, the visuospatial sketchpad is more capable of retaining extensive information
than the phonological loop [2]. This increased retention enables users to quickly scan the computing
context visually to gain a firm understanding of what has changed in the interface. For nonvisual
users, if the interface is complex, comparing it to the prior version may require extensive listening,
well beyond the capabilities of the phonological loop, and requiring a re–listening to the audio
simply to orient oneself to the current system state.
Therefore, reconstructing the task to integrate change into the set of base interactions that a

nonvisual user has available introduces a path for task reconstruction. Orienting a system towards
activity reduces the complexity of managing change in an interaction model. The activity is, or
at least could be, responsible for the state of all objects in use for task completion. Placing this
responsibility on the activity removes it from the user, freeing them from having to manage system
level tasks (e.g., locate, open, save). Furthermore, by assigning the role of object management to
the system, a record of changes within the activity is captured, effectively generating a timeline of
interaction events that support change. For the nonvisual user, change management represents a
significant reduction in the amount of auditory information that must be processed during task
completion.

5.3 Design for Goals Not Applications
As noted above, much of desktop computing for blind and low vision users is accomplished by
translating the activities, tasks, and interactions of sighted users into a nonvisual paradigm. One of
the primary limitations of this approach is the need to work across applications and the limited
ability to translate visual information effectively in the multi-application computing environment.
Because a nonvisual user might carry out a particular activity using a drastically different set of
tasks than a sighted user might use, a nonvisual user is likely to make use of applications in different
ways and possibly use different applications. Thus, any computing system built on the notion of
activity would need to consider differences in task decomposition and its associated applications.
To speed up working with nonvisual computing systems, many advanced users memorize a

variety of commands. Efficient computer use often only occurs upon mastering recall of dozens
of commands. Even after reaching this level of mastery, however, users still have work to do any
time a new application needs to be accessed. Commands can have similar actions across a variety
of applications, different actions even for very similar applications, or simply be repurposed to
meet the changing requirements of a single application. An activity centered approach would
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Fig. 5. The Kinesthetic Interaction Device (KInD). On the left side, the activity context dial is in the application
content position. The thumb sits in the center of the device, ready to move to the left or right.

ensure that similar interactions map to similar tasks and have similar outcomes. A strict visual to
auditory translation of existing interfaces cannot achieve this, but transformation of actions can,
and designers of accessible systems should work to this ultimate end goal.
Activity serves as a natural extension for computer interaction by closely aligning with user

expectation to support unconscious operations. An activity centered approach introduces ways
for designers to address many of the known barriers in nonvisual computing, such as excessive
audio, unexpected behaviors, and command memorization [3]. Solving these challenges alone
does not completely fix the problems associated with nonvisual computing, such as accessibility
compliance [45, 56]. Computing is ever more complex, requiring rethinking the entire interaction
and architecture from the ground up for a truly accessible experience. Rather than adapt the
interaction and tasks common to sighted users, activity theory suggests a different way of thinking
about design for accessibility, one that provides this fundamental restructuring we suggest.

6 CASE STUDY
To explore how our activity theoretical design considerations can be applied to nonvisual computing,
we developed an activity oriented application programming interface (API) on top of the Google
Drive cloud based file management system [26]. Our API can be controlled through either a
command line interface (CLI) or a custom device we created called the Kinesthetic Interaction
Device, or KInD (see Figure 5). KInD is a tangible interaction device that shares many of the
characteristics we introduced with the Tangible Desktop (see Section 3.2), but goes further by
providing richer haptics and increased portability. KInD can be programmed to support many
different types of interactions that benefit from proprioceptive and tactile input and output. The
activity API provides text-to-speech output to communicate information auditorily. In this section,
we first describe the activity API, including an overview of its CLI and KInD interfaces. We then
conclude with a discussion of our findings from two design sessions conducted to elicit feedback
from blind and low vision computers users.
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Activity Contexts

Context Level Description

1 Activities
2 Applications and Documents
3 Application Menus
4 Application Content
5 Activity History

Table 2. Table of Activity Contexts

6.1 Activity Interaction
The activity API overlays a set of activity-oriented interactions on top of Google Drive [26] to
support a platform independent interface for nonvisual activity. To demonstrate one way that
activity theoretical concepts can benefit nonvisual computing, our activity API implements a small
subset of the types of interactions we imagine a complete nonvisual activity-centric platform might
require. As we described earlier in this section, the API is accessed and manipulated through two
complimentary interfaces, a command line interface and a prototype computer peripheral, which
we describe in detail in the next two sections.

6.1.1 Activity CLI. The Activity CLI provides a natural language point of interaction for the
activity API. The CLI was designed to be used as a standalone interface or in conjunction with either
the Google Drive web interface, or KInD (described in the next section). There are five primary
commands interpreted by the CLI to control the API: create, move, list, tell, and help. The create
and list commands are combined with additional parameters recognized by the API to perform
operations. For example, the create command is combined with an application type to create a new
file in Google Drive (e.g., "create spreadsheet" or "create document"). The move command enables
file movement from activity to another. The remaining commands are used to provide context
about system state such as which activity is active, the applications within the current activity, and
activities in the system.

6.1.2 KInD: Kinesthetic Interaction Device. Similar to our work on the Tangible Desktop [3],
KInD relies on kinesthetic resistance, vibrotactile touch, and proprioception to translate input and
output without audio descriptions. However, unlike the Tangible Desktop, which was distinctly
designed to support an application-centric interaction model, the design and interaction model
supported by KInD have been structured to support activity-centeric interaction. KInD makes
use of three physical interactions that enable users to accomplish their goals nonvisually. First,
KInD represents activities through tactilely differentiated tangible tokens to support computational
organization in the physical world. Second, KInD tracks the systematic changes that occur during an
activity, enabling a user to tangibly move between tasks temporally rather than through a method
of auditory repetition used by traditional screen readers. Finally, KInD implements tangible spatial
structure to encourage operationalization through proprioceptive memory rather than auditory
seeking [63]. We describe each physical interaction in greater detail below.

Activity Management. Activity tokens (see Figure 5) are tangible icons that represent an activity.
KInD only requires that a token be placed on it for that token’s activity to become active. At
that point, the associated documents and applications become available for use. An advantage of
this approach is that non-active tokens can be physically arranged in whatever manner the user
desires–allowing one’s proprioceptive abilities to be leveraged for activity organization (e.g., work
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Task Category

1. Place a token on KInD. Task Completion
2. Using the context dial, select application context. Change
3. Open a document. Then open spreadsheet. Task Completion
4. Move context dial to activity. Change
5. Move document to the right side. Change
6. Remove the current token, place a new token. Task Completion
7. Move context dial to application. Change
8. Open email. Then open spreadsheet. Task Completion
9. Move context dial to activity, explore.
10. Move context dial to application, explore. (switching mode)
11. Pin email. Change
12. Switch token
13. Unpin document. Change
14. Move slider to find email. Change
15. Return to original document. Change

Table 3. Design session tasks

on the left, entertainment on the right). Transferring the representation of activity to the physical
world has the advantage of introducing the effects of unconscious operation that we previously
described through classroom use of the Victor Reader (see Section 4.3). Like the uniquely shaped
buttons on the Victor Reader, activity tokens can convey meaning through shape, size, and text.
For example, the sample tokens created for our platform could be 3D printed with braille text
or different shapes, allowing tokens to be molded to the mnemonic strengths of the individual,
reducing the burden of command recall.

Interaction History. KInD is situated between the intentions of the user and the execution of
those intents in the computer system, allowing our infrastructure to capture input and output
events as they occur. Events are logged in the host computer’s file system to provide a history
of interaction, and associations between activity token and entities. The primary responsibility
of the interaction history is to support the dynamic nature of an activity. As system entities are
opened they become an active part of the activity. When they are closed, they move out of the
activity space, but remain in its history. This allows the platform to restore the last known state of
an activity upon activation. Furthermore, it introduces a historical archive of the activity that can
be used for retracing steps and error recovery (e.g., accidentally closing a document).

Contextual Change. To accommodate the movement across activities as well as their associated
entities, KInD functions within different contexts (see Table 2). The top context sits at the top level
of an activity, supporting the movement of entities in and out of an active activity. The next context
functions within an activity, providing support for movement across entities associated with the
activity. The third context supports control at the application level, allowing KInD to be used to
traverse and select features of the active application. Finally, the fourth context supports movement
across the content of the application (e.g., traversing a web page or document). Switching between
contexts is managed by a physical rotary dial on the left side of KInD. The dial uses detents and
audible confirmation to indicate when it has been rotated into a new context. As with the activity
tokens, the physical manipulation enables proprioceptive abilities to quickly identify the desired
context.
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Virtual Docks. Organization within an activity, potentially involving tens of individual entities
(e.g., application file, email, or web page), is too complex to be handled through physical manipu-
lation of an activity token. Instead KInD implements virtual docks to sort and store the entities
assigned to an activity. Docks are virtual, in that they are managed through a software subsystem,
but are accessed through physical interaction using the KInD slide bar. As new entities are added to
an activity a new dock is created. A haptic detent is generated by the slide potentiometer to indicate
traversal across an entity. So if an activity contains two entities a detent is felt at the midpoint of
the slide traversal, with three entities two detents are felt equally divide along the slide, and so on.
Individual entities can be arranged within these slots in a manner most suitable for the user. For
example, a user might prefer to keep web pages in the right most slots, a presentation document in
the far left, and everything else in between, retaining the advantages of proprioceptive recall found
in activity tokens. Just as the flow of work can be dynamic, entities can flow in and out of activities
depending on user need. For example, a user might want to take a break from a work activity and
browse the news, a goal preferred not be associated with the work activity. KInD supports this
type of activity flow by enabling docked entities to be pinned outside the activity specific scope.
Pinning enables individual entities to be moved between activities or simply detached from an
activity entirely.

6.2 Mapping KInD Features to Activity-Centered Design Considerations
In this section we map the functions of the activity API and KInD to the design considerations
discussed in section 5. We start with a brief summary of each design consideration followed by a
description of how it is supported by the activity API, KInD, or both.

6.2.1 Modeling Interactions on Need. In section 5.1, we describe how an activity-centered nonvi-
sual system should consider user needs, tasks, and interactions to reduce complexity in a nonvisual
computing environment. The Activity Tokens and underlying API in KInD support user need by
organizing interrelated computational entities into high level activities. Activity Tokens can be
interchanged as user needs shift, keeping the working environment isolated from unrelated entities.

6.2.2 Supporting System Change. In section 5.2, we demonstrate the importance of tracking
changes within a computing environment and how an activity-centered interaction model intro-
duces additional facilities for supporting change. The KInD system supports change in two ways.
First, by providing tactilely unique representations of activities through Activity Tokens and activity
context through Virtual Docks and the Context Dial, users can directly recall system state. Second,
Interaction History enables users to reconstruct the changes that occurred to an activity over time.
Collectively, these features of KInD serve to reduce the number of interactions a nonvisual user
must memorize and execute to manage system change. For example, removing an activity token
implicitly signals to the system that user goals have changed, enabling state management tasks
(e.g., pause, save, or close) to be initiated.

6.2.3 Supporting User Goals. In section 5.3, we discuss how the hierarchical nature of activity
supports consistency of commands across computer applications. In the same way the KInD features
collectively support change, they also work together to prioritize goals over applications. Activity
Tokens and Virtual Docks remove much of the burden that accompanies file management tasks for
nonvisual users by replacing multiple keyboard commands (many of which vary across applications
[8]) with tangible interactions.
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Participant Data

ID Session Experience Gender Visual Impairment Age

P1 1 Proficient Male Low Vision 35
P2 1 Expert Male Low Vision 43
P3 2 Proficient Female Blind 28
P4 2 Expert Female Blind 30
P5 2 Expert Female Blind 29
P6 2 Proficient Female Blind 30

Table 4. Participant detail for the case study. The session column corresponds to the design session the
participant attended. Session 1 was conducted at our university lab. Session 2 was conducted at a blind
children’s school. Participant experience level was self-rated (novice, proficient, expert) during the first phase
of the session.

6.3 Exploring the Activity API through Design Sessions
To understand how our activity theoretical insights for accessible computingmight benefit nonvisual
users, we conducted design sessions lasting two hours per participant at a blind children’s school
(n=4) and on our campus (n=2) (see Table 4). We organized our design sessions into four phases
to probe participant reaction to our activity-centered interaction model. The phases had short
(less than five minutes) breaks between them, and all participants stayed for the entire session,
including all four phases. In phase one (typically 30 minutes), participants were asked to rate their
level of experience with computers (e.g., novice, proficient, or expert) and describe the types of
tasks they use their computer to complete (e.g., taking minutes during a meeting). During the break
between phase one and two, the research team oriented the remaining phases to the specific tasks
described by participants during the first segment. In phases two-four (typically 15-20 minutes
each), participants were asked to carry out a series of file management tasks (see Table 3) using the
Google Docs web interface, our CLI, and KInD, respectively. Phase four began with a brief training
period (typically 5 minutes), where the research team walked through KInD’s features (see Figure 6)
with the participant. Participants were encouraged to interact with KInD, to familiarize themselves
with the tactile, haptic, and proprioceptive features utilized during task completion. Once each
participant acknowledged they were comfortable with KInD’s functions, each file management task
was read aloud by the research team as the participant performed the task. After the fourth phase
was complete, a semi-structured discussion with participants was conducted (typically 20 minutes).
The rest of our discussion will focus on the themes that emerged from the design sessions.

The design sessions provided useful insights into the structure and design of our activity platform.
Overall, participants responded positively to the CLI and KInD interfaces to our API. While all
participants moved fluidly through task completion, each expressed a unique perspective on their
experience, ranging from indifference (P6) to enthusiasm (P2,P3). P6, who primarily uses her
computer for audio editing, admitted that her specific use case made it difficult to imagine how
orienting towards activity would change her workflow. Whereas P3, whose job required her to
record and manage a variety of different meeting notes, found the activity structure to be a positive
change from her existing practices, comparing and contrasting the activity platform with her typical
workflow. Other participants adopted similar patterns to explain how they thought the CLI or KInD
might improve their own task completion. For example, P1 pointed out that he prefers to use his
smartphone over desktop for most computing tasks due to its simplified interaction model, yet
explained that KInD would make it easier for him to engage with his daughter on their desktop
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Fig. 6. An example of the setup used during design sessions with KInD. Activity Tokens have been positioned
near KInD by the participant for quick retrieval.

computer. P4 and P5 expanded on P1’s experiences by explaining that the spatial movements used
by KInD to manipulate activities aligned more closely with their smartphone interaction patterns.
Similarly, P3, P4, and P5 described their challenges with command memorization and content
traversal, noting that the natural language of the CLI interface (P3), and the tactile cues of KInD
(P4, P5) could serve to lower dependency on command memorization.

Interestingly, P2, P4 and P5, who self-rated as expert computer users, also expressed benefits
of the activity platform in terms of improvement for other users in addition to themselves. P2
articulated similar thoughts, envisioning the activity platform as an onboarding tool. He stated that
although the feature set was small, its constrained options could help prevent users from getting
lost. P1 agreed stating that he found KInD less intimidating than his desktop computer. These types
of responses evoke sentiments of sociality similar to those observed by Morrison et al.. They view
their own experiences with desktop computing to be sufficient, but recall their own difficulties in
learning, as well as the challenges faced by others, as problematic enough to desire an alternative.
As a preliminary investigation into the application of the activity theoretical insights we have

described in this work, our case study provides one potential path forward. Although the informal
structure of our design session prevents us from drawing concrete conclusions about the effec-
tiveness of an activity-centered interaction model, we found the varied responses to the perceived
simplicity of the system compelling. Participants viewed the activity system as both useful and
simplistic enough to support their own work as well as the work of novice users, aligning with the
action–operation process we discuss in Section 4.3. Therefore, we see a nonvisual model oriented
towards activity as one that supports a constrained interaction space, but does not prevent more
experienced users from accessing the lower level system. Just as the CLI and KInD provide a
constrained interaction space on top of Google Drive, the full featured web based interface remains
available for users who need or prefer it.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We view this work as a first step towards adopting new ways of thinking about how nonvisual
computing systems might be designed to lower the barriers to entry for blind and low vision
computer users. However, we also acknowledge the limitations of the data used in our analysis.
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The field work and experimental data that informed our activity-centered design considerations
are largely derived from novice computer users. While our findings suggest that activity-centered
interaction can remove some of the obstacles that users experience in nonvisual computing environ-
ments, an activity analysis of the practices of more advanced users could reveal additional insights.
Despite the emphasis on novice computer use in our data, we do see similar experiences with
intermediate and advanced users elsewhere in the literature. For example, Billah et al. identified
technical challenges similar to those we observed including inconsistencies across software tools
and operating systems that forced users to learn multiple paths towards completing a task [8].
Additionally, Potluri et al. identify discoverability and navigation as two high-level challenges
blind and low vision programmers encounter with their tools [53]. Both Billah et al. and Potluri
et al.’s work included participants from a range of professions and skill levels, indicating that the
challenges we found manifest in similar ways for visually impaired users, regardless of skill level.
Furthermore, the diversity of efforts to uncover workarounds to desktop computing and ICT more
broadly, including those we review in Section 2.1, highlight the value of rethinking the nonvisual
computing experience.

In future work, we aim to test the efficacy of the approach presented in our case study through
continued design and evaluation of activity-centered nonvisual interaction tools like KInD. We are
particularly interested in learning how assistive devices like KInD can support operationalizing
routine computer interactions. Finally, as we discussed at the beginning of this section, further
research is needed to understand how intermediate and expert behaviors might influence the design
of activity-oriented interactions.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we used an activity theory lens to analyze nonvisual computing for blind and low-
vision users. Our analysis indicated major challenges for users in translating the activities they
were working towards into specific tasks to be completed in a system comprehensible manner.
Specifically, blind and low vision students learning to use accessible technologies struggled with
organizing their activities, tracking the history and status of their operations, and understanding
how the system was acting underneath these interactions.

We demonstrated how principles of activity theory can be used to rethink the design of nonvisual
computational systems. Organizing the visual to nonvisual translation of information around
activity presents myriad ways to support operationalizing user interaction. In particular, designing
to support the individual needs and motives of the user introduces more natural ways to present
computational information. Designing clear, systematic distinctions between levels of activity
interjects points of change that can be tracked to support user awareness within a system. And
finally, transferring the burden of file and application management from the user to the system can
reduce the overhead of task completion.
Activity theory helps us to see the ways in which the human activity and the system objects

are co-constructed, updating and evolving alongside one another, and the reliance that the system
has on people being sighted to make these intertwined interactions work relatively seamlessly.
Activity-centered computing has been previously proposed as a solution to numerous mismatches
between user activities and system behavior and as a more general approach for social analysis and
design in HCI [35]. However, what we see in this work is how much more important this approach
could be for nonvisual computer users. Blind and low vision users must wrestle with challenging
workarounds to interact with sighted computational systems. Although the tools exist to support
nonvisual interaction, they do not go far enough to resolve the imbalance with sighted users.
The work we have presented is heavily focused upon the desktop computing paradigm, which

in recent years has experienced increased competition from other forms of computation such
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as smartphones, tablets, and voice assistants. As we demonstrated in our case study, there are
instances when the touch interfaces of a smartphone or tablet can meet the needs of nonvisual
users more effectively than a desktop computer. Through an activity theoretical lens, we can look
beyond the individual application oriented tasks of each computational system and think about
how each system can serve activities more broadly. We see this paradigm shift as an opportunity
for designers and researchers to re-imagine how computation can support the activities of blind
and low vision users.
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